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Unsupervised Learning
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So far, we have been looking at supervised learning problems: we have 
features x and output y, with the goal of learning a function from x to y

What happens when we don’t have label? 
e toodots

3 groups ofdata



Unsupervised Learning
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A lot of AI is about unsupervised learning:
• Amazon Alexa challenge: get Alexa to carry out a conversation with humans

• In power systems: design a distribution network or design a fault detection 
algorithm

We start with a simple (but surprisingly rich) example: clustering



Clustering
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We start with a bunching of points 

no labels

We want to find a rule (not necessarily unique) so each sample can be 
associated with a specific group:

Each group is called a cluster and the process of finding the function G is called 
clustering
We mostly care about hard clustering: each point is assigned to one and only 
one cluster



Example
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Applications of Clustering
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Finding the clear link between clustering and applications is not always easy
Example: smart meter clustering, used for demand response programs 

https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/clustering-energy-
data-from-smart-meters-41e5b17f1480, M. Grabner, 2018

https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/clustering-energy-data-from-smart-meters-41e5b17f1480


K-Means
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Examples
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Easy case

p



Examples
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Easy case
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Example
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More difficult case (it’s not easy to just apply k-means without some idea of 
what you want at the end)



Example
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More difficult case (it’s not easy to just apply k-means without some idea of 
what you want at the end)



Optimal Number of Clusters
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Pick the value k is not trivial

too small not very useful

too large breaks real groups



S-Score
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Example
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Cluster Instability
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We want clusters to be stable under small
changes

X Xi Xa cluster

t
noise
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Example
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Many Metrics are used at the same time
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S-score: higher the better Instability: lower the better

O



Recommendation Systems
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Shopping on Amazon: If you've already bought some items, the website 
showed products that you would probably buy, instead of a random selection.

The basic concepts are users, items, and ratings (or an implicit feedback about 
the products, like the fact of having bought them). Every model must work 
with known data (like in a supervised scenario), to be able to suggest the most 
suitable items or to predict the ratings for all the items not evaluated yet.



Recommendation Systems
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Power system context:

Open utility market E.g
Texas has open

utilities Austin has over a hundred

Providing a actin mean us for repairs

and real time operation



Naive user-based systems
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Naive user-based systems
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Each user only access a small number of

items

Cluster users together

Cl Cz Ck

assign a new user U in cluster k

recommend based on

Ugcui iink



Content-based systems
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Collaborative Filtering
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Some times we may not have explicit information about the user (more likely 
as privacy becomes more important)

Suppose we only have the rating matrix: preferences of each user (rows) for 
each item (columns)

Goal: cluster users



Collaborative Filtering
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Example: Storage Arbitrage

Storage shifts energy in time

price of electricity are different in time
lug MISO 2000 mwh ERCOT

10.000 mwh

o lmwh too lmwh
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